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Transforming the Difficult Kid brings alive a new method of shifting intense kids to a good life
of achievement. This is the newly up to date 2016 revision. The Nurtured Heart Approach puts
a refreshing spin on both parenting and teaching and reveals new methods and strategies that
create thoroughly positive behaviors.
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Good info and great outcomes despite academic wordiness This book has some very useful
approaches for dealing with your "difficult child", but it's needlessly wordy. Most parents have
no time for all the scoring systems, incentive plans, etc. Very informative This book really
helps parents make a mental shift in the manner they parent. This is actually the only factor
that got through to my child and transformed our relationship. I am grateful! Working with the
child and the parent makes for a much more peaceful partnership in the home! Great
concepts and great book general. Our "Difficult Child" simply turned 13 years outdated and I
was worried that the techniques might be too young on her behalf. They are not. Anticipate
implementing the strategies in this book today. You can't go wrong The information in this
book has produced a big difference inside our household.. The effect was swift and clear. He
went from saying what a horrible poor child he was, and how awful his summer months was,
to saying that he's doing well and what a great summer time he has had! I've finished the
reserve but haven't yet implemented everything. We will work on it, but I really feel just like
I've finally found a feasible solution for the extreme negative self esteem he's been struggling
with! I can't say enough good stuff about this book I can't say enough good things about this
book. I feel many of these 15 web page chapters might have been summed up in 3
paragraphs or less.. The advice in this book helped me to raised understand my son The
advice in this book helped me to raised understand my son. I've read 5 additional books and
tried implementing their plan.. Many thanks so very much to the caring authors for creating
this family members dynamic altering book. Already seeing results After the first chapter I
began implementing some of the ideas with my six year old.which didnt work for my son. I am
so grateful for this reserve, such a different thought process and turning the unpredictable
manner around! that are so highly touted elsewhere. I use this book to help teach parents a
different strategy instead of expecting me to “fix” the youngster in therapy. A must browse for
any parent struggling with trying to reach their child This book saved my son and my sanity. I
tried the rest of the typical parenting methods and none of them worked. From no longer
focusing on the negative and rather promoting positive behavior in also the most challenging
behaving kids with ODD/ADHD/Insert diagnoses. So much helpful info and instruction in
raising a difficult child in a loving, nurturing method. It gives easy to follow guidance in easy to
follow steps on what sort of vocabulary to use together with your difficult kid. I have known to
this time and time again when I find myself slipping into outdated habits. It really is a lifesaver!
It’s working This book has shed new light on unhealthy patterns I had with my high energy
daughter. Happy I came across this material to help transform our relationship. Could have
summed it up quicker I am now about chapter 9 of this book. Five Stars My wife is a social
worker and loves the book Five Stars Good book but others are simply as good. Nevertheless
it's hard to learn. It has really produced both me and my husband adjust the way we strategy
parenting our super intelligent, high energy boy. So to me I experienced to force myself to
read the same thing again and again an entire chapter Finally a SIMPLE but powerful
approach! Having examine many, many books about raising a difficult child, this one finally
presents a simple, practical approach. Personally i think like it could have conveyed the same
details in 40-50 pages of plain language and saved active parents from wading through quite
so many academic discussions. Great! A child of nearly every age would benefit from the
strategy of improving their self-esteem and of experiencing parents who've learned to keep
their cool. A great publication for anyone who includes a difficult child, or works with them in a
school setting. Among the best I think this is one of the best parenting books I've read (and I've
probably read about 20). I highly recommend this book! Just an ok book Just ok, I am not sure



about disciplining in this manner if it will work for my group of kids in my school. The methods
seem effective.
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